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nature? Is ethical truth obtainable from an individual point
of view? Is autobiography possible? Is a horror of unnecessary
thought natural or unnatural?
The style of these essays may be indicated by a few
quotations from them. Of indecision he writes when it
"cannot be traced to hypochondria, we generally find indi-
cations of a defective appreciation of quantity and a decep-
tive memory." The essentials of true evidence of design
are "(i) a phenomenon having significance to us; (2) two
ascertained chains of physical causes contingently con-
nected, and both having the same apparent terminations,
viz. the phenomenon itself and some presupposed per-
sonality.*' "Every well-ascertained law points to some
central cause, and at once constitutes that centre a being in
the general sense of the word. Whether that being be
personal is a question which may be determined by induc-
tion. " Maxwell evidently agreed with Newton that the
existence of a mechanism operating according to one prin-
ciple implied the existence of a principal behind the prin-
ciple. He says the search for invisible potencies or wisdoms,
centres of causal chains, may appear novel and unsanc-
tioned. "For my part I do not think that any speculations
about the personality or intelligence of subordinate agents
in creation could ever be perverted into witchcraft or
demonolatry."
In the development of the Dark Sciences he notices
three phases. In the first they imitated popular physics and
professed to explain occult phenomena by means of new
and still more occult material laws. Experimenters in
animal magnetism always performed with their noses to the
north and electro-biologists practised a scrupulous system
of insulation. In the second phase the phraseology of
physics is exchanged for that of psychology. "The verb
to will acquires a new and popular sense, so that everyone
now is able to will a thing without bequeathing it. People
can will not to be able to do a thing, then try and not suc-
ceed, while those of stronger minds can will their victims
out of their wits and back again/'
The third or pneumatological phase begins by distrusting

